
30 November 2020 Hearing
 
Tena Koe Commissioners, 
 
I and others have submitted that the Wairoa community which has to pay for the commitments that 
the resource consent will place upon it have no idea what those commitments will cost.  My 
submission today aggregates my work and the work of others.  The detail within it asserts that there 
has not been a genuine engagement with the Wairoa community, and it also prompts your 
consideration of what amongst what you have been provided with you can confidently take at face 
value.  It occurs to me and others that all parties which have contributed to what you are seeing 
have been singularly focussed on the milestone of obtaining resource consent instead of firstly 
determining what the Wairoa community wants and what it can afford, and then working logically 
through to obtaining resource consent.  What seems to have been lost on all those parties is that it is 
the Wairoa community which is paying for their present work and subsequently will be paying to 
achieve compliance with commitments a new resource consent creates.  You may agree that WDC 
should be prompted to rework its application for resource consent and also that the present level of 
HBRC function renders it unsuitable to administer such a resource consent process. 
 
My submission to the 28 February 2020 pre-hearing meeting is included in what I am providing.  The 
16 March 2020 meeting record is also included.  I wish to draw your attention to two details.  The 
first is the scarcity of detail in respect of my submission within the meeting record and that the hard 
copy record of my submission (which I provided multiple copies of) is not included in the meeting 
record.  The meeting record literally only says that I was given time to talk to my submission (and I 
note I have not heard from anyone since).  The second is it being recorded that the Chair of the 
Tatau Tatau o Te Wairoa Trust was present throughout.  It occurs to me and others that this detail 
being recorded reflects a wish to show parties such as you that the occasion was part of engagement 
with the Tatau Tatau o Te Wairoa Trust but that is simply not the case.  The Chair of the Trust was in 
attendance that day to support submitters.  It was not in his capacity as Chair of the Trust and he 
made no effort to identify himself as a trust role holder.  Please therefore consider how much value 
you are prepared to give to the records associated with prehearing meetings because I think it can 
fairly be said that at least the meeting record I am referencing has not been prepared objectively.  I 
hasten to add that I know Mr Gary Mayo has made a comparable submission in respect of the value 
that should be given to records associated with the wastewater stakeholder group given the groups  
activity proceeded without the group knowing that significant outfall upgrade works were required.  
Mr Mayo is a Chartered Accountant and he was the local business representative appointed to the 
stakeholder group.  Mr Mayo contends that if the stakeholder group had been aware of the outfall 
issue it might have arrived at an entirely different preferred option.  A Chartered Accountant who is 
a member of a stakeholder group advocating that affordability is a real issue would appear to be a 
submission that should not 
submission has been objectively considered.  I also note others have said that the stakeholder group 
arrived at a lot of nice to haves while not having visibility of the fact that the compromised estuary 
outfall meant WDC was faced with a significant necessary to do.  Then at the eleventh hour, and 
after the application for resource consent had been lodged, WDC and HBRC combined the nice to 
haves and the necessary to do. 



s their ability to carry the financial burden are some of the issues the Wairoa 

prepared to test the validity of this statement as it occurs to me and others that this has not 
occurred.  Given we have submitted on the issue of cost 
with a commentary that shows what is the estimated cost and how it was deemed to be acceptable.  
Instead what attention is given to such submissions and whether they are resolved is left to you.  I 
take the opportunity to make you aware people have approached WDC direct regarding this issue 

scheme cannot be estimated at this time until the outcome of the waste water consent hearing is 
 

included in my earlier submissions. 
 
I now wish to reference Lucia Ehu-  with delegated 
authority.  Lucia put more effort into this issue than anyone else in the two years before submissions 
closed and I and others feel that it can fairly be said that she was treated poorly by HBRC.  It is 

most prominent representative throughout was CEO James 
Palmer.  I hasten to add that throughout this prolonged period wastewater was being discharged 
onto the Wairoa River riverbank every night because of a compromised estuary outfall and Lucia 
rightfully assessed this happening would be offensive to everybody.  Consistent with this, I assume 
you are aware five articles have been published on the Stuff website about this issue and I 
encourage you to locate them (particularly given two have an embedded video showing the 
overflow pipe operating in daylight hours and fine weather).  It is indefensible that HBRC was so 
dismissive of such a submission given it is highly likely have lessened the motivation of staff tasked 
with compliance monitoring to be diligent and also identified to operators that HBRC
unpredictable.  Again, I hasten to add that this has occurred in the period immediately following the 
Havelock North water crisis (which caused some deaths, long term health effects for many, and 
widespread sickness) and HBRC was strongly criticised for its regulatory performance in the review 
of that event.  This may be an issue that you are prepared to take up with the Ministry for the 
Environment.  Others have tried that and were advised that because James Palmer was involved the 
Ministry of Environment had confidence in what HBRC was doing.  I also note a plea was made to 
HBRC Chairman  
 

After submitting the records she had accumulated while in repeated dialogue with HBRC she asked 
four times for a copy of her submission in hard copy so she could be assured the likes of you would 
see a genuine copy of it.  On the fourth occasion she asked under LGOIMA and twenty days later was 
provided with some only of her emails and none of the thirty or so attachments.  I therefore 

it.  HBRC compiling this record is not an onerous task and it will only require HBRC to have the 
people who have received emails to sort them by who they were received from and copy them onto 
a memory stick.  

ion certainly comprises 
more than the four emails, concerns about cost, and concerns about HBRC that is recorded in that 
report. 



I wish to take the opportunity to highlight three issues fr The first is 
that central throughout was the fact that smelly wastewater was being discharged onto the Wairoa 
River riverbank every night in a heavily used recreation area because of a compromised estuary 
outfall.  As previous, this is an operation that is likely to be offensive to everybody and hence she 
was not championing a cause that might have been of interest to only few people.  Lucia repeatedly 
submitted that addressing this issue needed to be a focus (because fixing it was necessary) yet all of 
the focus seemed to be on what enhancements should occur to upstream infrastructure and how 
land based discharge could be provided.  As previous, it was only at the eleventh hour when the nice 
to haves and the necessary to do were combined.  Moving forward to the present, what is now 
proposed is a substantial departure from what was discussed during pre-lodgement dialogue and 

in the approach for 
consent process on what was most important is disconcerting.  There may be actions available to 
you that will help to avoid future repeat.  HBRC involving an Engineer with wastewater experience in 
the process might have been useful. 
 
The second is that an amount of $20M was used as a cost estimate for the ocean outfall option yet 
OCEL Consultants who reported on that option estimated the cost to be $7.8M (refer item A7D2 
which is LEI Memo dated 5 September 2017 with subject Ocean Outfall Concept and High Level Cost 
and then refer to item A7I5 which is LEI Memo dated 15 March 2017 with subject High Level Options 
and Associated Costings).  It continues to be unclear why the parties involved seemed so determined 
to disadvantage the ocean outfall option given the sensitivity around ongoing discharge of 
wastewater to the (freshwater) Wairoa River estuary, and ocean outfalls being how wastewater is 
discharged from all of the developed areas on the East Coast, the Pan Pac large industry site just 
north of Napier, and many other locations around New Zealand.  I take the opportunity to draw your 
attention to items 147 and given Lucia revealed the error in the 
cost estimate is another attempt to 
present the $7.8M ocean outfall option in a bad light. 
 
The third is the dialogue pertaining to the debris which quickly accumulated on the mesh fence 
beyond the overflow pipe as shows in the photo dated 09 April 2019 which I have included, and the 
fact that HBRC refused to engage on this issue.  I draw your attention to the debris that is 
accumulated on the mesh fencing on the same line as the overflow pipe and the mesh fencing 
elsewhere being clean.  
cutter pumps at all pump stations shredding material so fine that it is bypassing the screen at the 
wastewater treatment plant, being carried through the plant, and then being discharged from it.  

One can only speculate what the consequences 
us can have 

confidence that birds and fish feeding in the estuary will be able to discern between finely chopped 
plastic and whatever they would wish to be feeding on.  I hasten to add it is WDC (as the Operator) 
and HBRC (as the Regulator) who will be responsible for implementation of any consent granted and 
it is a stretch on credibility for anyone to expect that once a new consent is granted those entities 
will suddenly start to care.  
apply to the resource consent and I encourage you to consider the track record of non-compliance 



for both parties on the last twenty year duration resource consent.  Having regard for the simple 
logic of past behaviour being the best gauge of future behaviour it must be assumed that another 
twenty year duration resource consent will see eighteen years of operational non-compliance and 
regulatory inaction and then a burst of attention in the two years preceding the requirement for 
renewing the resource consent coming around again.  It therefore occurs to me that an arrangement 
that is more likely to meet requirement is one where consent is granted for outfall replacement, a 
separate consent (complete with carefully developed conditions) be obtained for operation of the 
wastewater system, and that the consent associated with operation be configured in say two year 
blocks and rollover only be permissible if an independent reviewer has confirmed that the operation 
and regulatory functions are being carried out adequately.  I also suggest that the consent conditions 
require sampling of the discharge while it is occurring at a location along the outfall pipe.  I make this 
suggestion as it occurs to me that this will be the only way that anyone can be sure what is being 

discharged from the wastewater treatment plant. 
 
I h
wastewater treatment plant.  An alternative assessment is that the issue is caused by the ponds 

ent over $1M desludging 
the ponds since the issue was raised).  I raise this issue because I note that there is nothing in the 
draft consent conditions which requires WDC to monitor sludge levels and intervene when the 
sludge level reaches a particular threshold that compromises what treatment occurs.  I suggest some 
control around this aspect of operation is required so that the design treatment is achieved before 
wastewater is discharged.  I also take the opportunity to note that item 10 of the s42A offic
report says the storage capacity of the current wastewater treatment plant is 5,400m3 which 
directly reflects the total maximum discharge volume allowed for in the current resource consent .  
Section 3.1 of the Assessment of Environmental Effects says the storage volumes provided are 
4,750m3 in the aeration pond and 18,250m3 in the oxidation pond.  It is disconcerting that at this late 
stage HBRC representatives have issued a final report which links incorrect volume information with 
the statement 

 as doing so infers there will be frequent instances of raw sewage entering 
what is a simple wastewater treatment plant and being discharged from it less than 24hrs later.  In 
another twist, draft condition 52 says that WDC will facilitate discussion on increasing the available 
storage volume to 50,000-100,000m3 in the first ten year period and 200,000-400,000m3 in the 

sure those numbers make any sense given what storage volume 
exists now. 
 
I wish to finish this component of my submission by talking quickly about six issues. They generally 

. 
 
The first concerns safety for surfers who routinely surf at the Wairoa Bar (and I note this activity is 

 yet a number of alternative activities 
which occur upstream of the wastewater discharge are).  Throughout the entire year surfers are 
regularly surfing from daylight and therefore are in the water only a very short distance from where 

considered this issue or sought to engage with the surfing community yet surfing is an activity that 



would appear to create obvious health risk at the site.
resource consent have recognised fishing nets placed in the estuary are typically checked and 
cleared early in the morning.  It occurs to me and others that the period in which wastewater 
discharge is permitted should end sufficiently in advance of any surfing at the bar and fishing activity 
commencing for everyone to be sure that no wastewater is present.  I do note that the draft 
conditions suggest the discharge commencement be delayed from 6pm to 7pm during summer 
months.  I suggest that the discharge should cease by 4.30am during summer months also unless 
weather conditions are such that the discharge extending later creates no risk. 
 
The second concerns smell in the vicinity of the wastewater ponds and I note item 126 in the s42A 

wastewater 
treatment plant site, however it is unlikely that it would extend beyond the site boundaries onto 

  I draw 
attention to this issue n the 
sewage smell at Pilots Hill was terrible and it occurred to me that this could be due to the sewage 
entering the ponds not being diluted with groundwater and stormwater as it is through long (wetter) 
parts of the year.  I understand that a commitment is being made to reducing the amount of 
groundwater and stormwater entering the sewerage system and therefore it occurs to me that in 
the future smell issues might be created at times other than during the height of a dry summer.  In 
that event there would presumably be more cost for the Wairoa community in addressing the issue.  
I note that Pilots Hill is a heavily used recreational area and that there are three houses in close 
proximity.  Hence prolonged smell issues are unlikely to be tolerated. 
 
The third concerns the lack of robustness for the conditions associated with overflows at pump 
stations and I raise this 
issue.  I wish to report the following example to you in order to provide context.  In 2017 overflow of 
raw sewage occurred at the North Clyde Pump Station between approximately 5am and 8am 
because of a control system malfunction.  The overflow was during the whitebait season and the 
weather was good, and so it occurred while a number of people were gathering food in the area 
around the pump station.  
Therefore information was presented to HBRC and it was Mr Wayne Wright who managed the 
complaint.  The information provided there was 
evidence.  HBRC raised the issue with WDC and WDC denied there had been an overflow.  Therefore 
Mr Wright got an independent wastewater engineer to review the information and that person 
concluded an overflow must have occurred.  WDC continued to deny there had been an overflow.  
Then presumably the 
were ended, and the outcome was that the parties agreed to disagree about whether there had 
been an overflow and they would work together to prepare the forthcoming application for resource 
consent.  There was an article printed in the Wairoa Star about this, another article published on the 
Stuff we
available to you.  My point is that WDC has a track record of being non-compliant, a track record of 
not cooperating with investigation, and that HBRC  in respect of enforcement function 
is not one that generates confidence.  Hence any condition associated with overflow at pump 
stations needs to be designed having regard for what has occurred on earlier occasions.  I suggest 
that the condition associated with this issue requires 



alarm is transmitted to HBRC when an overflow level is being approached, there be monthly checks 
that the alarm is functioning as intended, and the telemetry control be hard coded so that it is not 
possible for the alarm to be overwritten when someone wants to hide that overflow is occurring.  I 
also suggest that the conditions require WDC to measure the volume of raw sewage discharged by 
any overflow pipe as such information will clearly be required in order to quantify what is being 
achieved by the proposed network improvements. 
 
https://www.stuff.co.nz/environment/107010076/enforcement-action-against-council-over-
sewage-dumped-in-river-gets-withdrawn 
 
The fourth concerns the absence of performance measures for the proposed network improvements 
within the draft consent conditions (and I draw your attention to network improvements not even 

.  You will see that the 
draft consent condition 53 (b) says the network improvement plan only needs to identify what works 
will be undertaken to reduce inflow and infiltration and earlier condition 39 (d) requires that what 
improvement works will achieve be calculated.  This is a surprise me as one imagines that what 
volume of wastewater needs treating will influence the treatment design, but regardless it is 
possible to have performance measures and Infiltration 
Control Manual provides a readymade set of them.  They are reliant on knowing what is the amount 
of groundwater infiltration (or base flow), what is the amount of rainfall dependant inflow and 
infiltration, and what is the wet weather peak flow factor (or stormwater inflow).  Unfortunately 
such information does not appear to be available in any of the documentation which is provided and 
therefore resolving this issue will likely be challenging.  It is important that it is resolved because the 
cost associated with completing the work required to achieve a specified standard (and whether the 
Wairoa community can afford to complete that work) should be quantified before it becomes a 
consent obligation.  I take the opportunity to note that the wet weather peak flow factor I refer to is 
defined as the peak wet weather flow divided by the average dry weather flow and the threshold 
trigger value for it in the Inflow and Infiltration Control Manual is eight.  If you have no better 
information available to you
that affordability is considered, then you might wish to have the consent conditions require that 
network improvements limit the wet weather peak flow factor to no higher than eight at each pump 
station.  I hasten to add that determining what standard exists will require that the volume of raw 
sewage discharged via overflow pipes is measured at each pump station and that was my previous 
point. 
 
The fifth issue I wish to draw your attention to is that the draft consent conditions only require that 
WDC provide an annual report.  The previous resource consent (conditions 9, 13 and 14) required 
monthly reporting and I note whether monthly reports have been being provided is not mentioned 

conspicuously silent on what reporting WDC has completed despite the consent reporting history 

been prepared.  You may wish to query what reporting has been occurring but regardless, given 
repeated operational non-compliance and near absent compliance monitoring has been identified, it 
seems incredulous that the parties are now proposing one twelth (or 8%) of the amount of reporting 
and compliance monitoring that accompanied the previous resource consent.  



dialogue in respect of any operational issue encountered is a lot easier when it is being discussed 
soon after the event, but the current draft consent condition may mean that the first time an issue is 
identified may be one year after it occurred. 
 
The last issue concerns the draft consent condition 15 and specifically the requirement to install a 
flow meter after the outlet of the wastewater treatment pond.  I then draw your attention to 
condition 9 of the previous resource 
Hence a consent condition which has existed for twenty years has not been complied with and yet 

ondition 9 is not even 
mentioned).  This is another example of the challenge you face to develop consent conditions that 
will actually be complied with.  
compliance with the conditions of a new consent to see that the application process has been 
carried out without good visibility of what has actually been happening at the wastewater treatment 
plant. 
 
I am now able to deliver the submission I made to the 28 February 2020 pre-hearing meeting if you 
wish me to do so.  If you do not wish me to do so then can I please draw your attention to the detail 

review of the consent application dated 8 July 2019 and 
specifically that it is stated there is not a strong connection between consultation and what shows in 
the application for resource consent
of this issue and indeed that report is very light on detail in respect of how consultation has 
contributed to what is included in the application.  I also note that the issue has been omitted from 
the more recent  
 






























